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High permeability magnetic flux concentrators are used to enhance the sensitivity of an atomic

magnetometer operating in the spin-exchange relaxation-free regime. The magnetometer uses a

millimeter scale 87Rb vapor cell and either mu-metal or Mn–Zn ferrite flux concentrators. The

measured sensitivity gives excellent agreement with calculations of thermal noise from the

concentrator material. The mu-metal concentrators allow a sensitivity of 50 fT Hz−1/2, limited by

thermal current magnetic noise. The ferrite concentrators are limited by thermal magnetization noise

at low frequencies, and reach a sensitivity of 10 fT Hz−1/2 for frequencies above 125 Hz. © 2009

American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3056152�

Operating in the spin-exchange relaxation-free �SERF�
regime has allowed alkali atomic magnetometers

1
to achieve

subfemtotesla sensitivities.
2,3

In this technique, magnetic

resonance broadening due to alkali-alkali spin-exchange col-

lisions is eliminated by operation at low magnetic fields and

high alkali density,
4

such that the rate of spin-exchange col-

lisions is much greater than the Larmor spin precession fre-

quency. Taking advantage of the SERF regime, we recently

demonstrated a miniature SERF magnetometer
5

using a

microfabricated, millimeter scale atomic vapor cell that

achieved a sensitivity of 65 fT Hz−1/2 at zero magnetic field.

This can be compared to a previous chip-scale atomic

magnetometer
6

with a sensitivity of 5 pT Hz−1/2 operating

outside the SERF regime. The miniature SERF magnetome-

ter is competitive with the sensitivity of high Tc supercon-

ducting quantum interference device �SQUID� magnetome-

ters, and another order of magnitude improvement might

provide a noncryogenic, potentially low power alternative to

low Tc SQUIDs in certain applications.

In this work we look to enhance the sensitivity of our

SERF magnetometer by adding high permeability flux con-

centrators that amplify the magnetic field inside the vapor

cell. Flux concentrators have previously been used to im-

prove the sensitivity of a wide variety of magnetic field sen-

sor technologies, including Hall sensors,
7

magnetoresistive

sensors,
8

and SQUIDs.
9

The field concentration factor in-

creases as the separation between the ends of the concentra-

tors is reduced, which makes their use ideally suited for mi-

crofabricated vapor cells. The concentrators increase the

overall footprint of the sensor, but the device retains the ad-

vantages of the lower light and heating power requirements

of the chip-scale sensor. The concentrators also introduce

potential nonlinearity and hysteresis effects, but these issues

can essentially be avoided by staying within the SERF low

magnetic field limit. In our case the SERF field limit is about

300 nT, but the addition of flux concentrators reduces the

usable field range by 1 /Gc, where Gc is the concentration

factor.

The basic magnetometer operation is the same as is de-

scribed in Ref. 5, and an overview of the experimental setup

is shown in Fig. 1�b�. A microfabricated vapor cell
10

contain-

ing 87Rb atoms and 2 amagat of N2 buffer gas is formed in a

1�1�1 mm3 cavity in a silicon wafer with pyrex windows

anodically bonded to the front and back. The cell is heated to

160 °C by running electrical current through a 50 � chip

resistor mounted on the exterior of the cell. Magnetic fields

due to the heater current are mitigated by applying alternat-

ing current at 355 kHz. The cell is mounted inside a three

layer mu-metal magnetic shield in order to operate near zero

magnetic field and to screen out environmental magnetic

noise.

A single circularly polarized light beam from a vertical-

cavity surface-emitting laser �VCSEL� operating at 795 nm

is used to optically pump and probe the 87Rb atoms. The

magnetometer is sensitive to magnetic fields transverse to the

light propagation direction. At zero magnetic field, efficient

optical pumping occurs and the light transmission increases.

a�
Electronic mail: clark.griffith@nist.gov.

b�
Also at University of Colorado, Boulder, CO.

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Numerical calculation of the effect on flux lines

and field density �false color� by triangular and rod shaped concentrators in

a uniform external magnetic field. �b� Basic experimental setup. �c� Photo-

graph of the vapor cell and the tips of the ferrite rod concentrators. The chip

resistor used for heating the cell is visible on the front face.
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For a nonzero transverse magnetic field �B0� any optically

pumped atoms quickly precess about the field so that no net

polarization builds up, and the light transmission decreases.

An additional modulated field at 1.5 kHz is applied parallel

to B0, and lock- in detection is used to generate a dispersive

signal as a function of the applied field. The magnetic field

sensitivity is determined by setting B0 to zero, and the noise

spectral density of the lock-in signal is measured.

The transverse magnetic field is amplified inside the va-

por cell by the addition of flux concentrators around the cell.

Two types of concentrators were tested: flat mu-metal tri-

angles ��r=3�104� and ferrite rods �high permeability

Mn–Zn, �r=6�103�.11
A photograph of the ends of the fer-

rite concentrators around the vapor cell is shown in Fig. 1�c�.
Figure 2 shows the dimensions of the concentrators, along

with the measured enhancement of a uniform external field

compared to a finite element analysis calculation �lines� as

the distance between the concentrators is varied. The mini-

mum separation of the concentrators is limited to 2 mm by

the external dimensions of the vapor cell.

The magnetic field sensitivity without concentrators was

about 150 fT Hz−1/2. This is about a factor of 2 worse than in

Ref. 5 mainly due to differences in the vapor cell used in that

work, which had a more favorable buffer gas pressure

�3 amagat� and a larger cell cavity �3�2�1 mm3�. Figure 3

shows the magnetic field sensitivity from noise density mea-

surements at 40 and 150 Hz as the flux concentrators are

moved closer to the cell. We expect that the sensitivity

should improve by an amount equal to the enhancement fac-

tor shown in Fig. 2 up to the point where magnetic noise

limits the sensitivity. Magnetic noise might originate from

the concentrators themselves, or from other sources such as

the magnetic shield material, current fluctuations in the field

coils, or imperfectly shielded external noise.

In the case of the mu-metal concentrators, the sensitivity

is limited to about 50 fT Hz−1/2, whereas the ferrite concen-

trators reach a sensitivity of 15 fT Hz−1/2 at 40 Hz and

10 fT Hz−1/2 at 150 Hz. The sensitivity with the ferrite con-

centrators shows some excess magnetic noise at 40 Hz, but

essentially follows the expected enhancement �red line� at

150 Hz. Figure 4 shows the noise spectral density converted

into magnetic field units for the two types of concentrators at

their most sensitive positions.

Thermal magnetic noise originating from the flux con-

centrator material can be estimated via fluctuation dissipation

theorem methods.
12,13

Following a numerical calculation ap-

proach similar to that described in Ref. 13, Appendix A, we

use finite element analysis software to estimate the power

loss P in the concentrators due to a hypothetical excitation

coil located at the center of the vapor cell. The magnetic field

noise at the location of the coil is then given by

�B =
�4kT�2P

NAI�
, �1�

where the coil is assumed to have N turns, area A, and oscil-

lating current I. The dissipative power loss has contributions

from eddy current loss associated with Johnson noise cur-

FIG. 2. Enhancement factor of a uniform externally applied magnetic field

as the concentrators are moved closer to the cell. The data points give the

measured enhancement, and the lines give the results of a finite element

simulation for the mu-metal triangle �solid� and ferrite rod �dashed�
concentrators.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Magnetic field sensitivity vs flux concentrator tip

separation for �a� the mu-metal triangle concentrators and �b� ferrite rod

concentrators. The sensitivity is given for a noise density measurement at

40 Hz �solid points and lines� and 150 Hz �open points and dashed lines�.
The red lines indicate the sensitivity that would result if the unconcentrated

sensitivity improved by the enhancement factors shown in Fig. 2, and the

green lines show an estimate of the sensitivity limit due to thermal magnetic

noise created by the flux concentrators.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Noise density of the lock-in signal converted to

magnetic field units for the sensor without flux concentrators �black�, with

the mu-metal triangle concentrators �green�, and with the ferrite rod concen-

trators �red�. The dotted green line shows an estimate of the thermal current

noise due to the mu-metal concentrators and the dotted red line shows an

estimate of the thermal magnetization noise due to the ferrite concentrators

�75 fT f−1/2�.
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rents, and hysteresis loss associated with magnetic domain

fluctuations:

Peddy = �
V

1

2�E2dV, and Physt = �
V

1

2���H2dV , �2�

where � is the electrical conductivity, �� is the imaginary

part of the complex permeability �=��− i��, E and H are

the amplitudes of the electric and magnetic fields induced by

the excitation coil, and the integration is carried out over the

volume of the concentrators.

Johnson current noise generally has a flat spectrum at

low frequencies until it begins to fall off at higher frequen-

cies due to shielding effects, whereas magnetization noise

has a f−1/2 dependence.
3

The noise in the mu-metal concen-

trators above 0.3 Hz is dominated by the Johnson current

noise due to its relatively high electrical conductivity

��=1.6�106 �−1 m−1, �� /�0�103�.3 The ferrite noise is

dominated by thermal magnetization fluctuations and has

negligible Johnson current noise ��=0.2 �−1 m−1,

�� /�0�26�.14

As an example, with the ferrite rod concentrators at a

2 mm separation, our numerical calculation gives a noise

estimate of 1.4 pT Hz−1/2 at 1 Hz at the center of the vapor

cell. Since we are interested in our sensitivity in relation to

the unconcentrated external field, the noise estimate is then

divided by the flux concentration factor of 19, resulting in a

75 fT f−1/2 limit on the magnetometer sensitivity. Thermal

magnetic noise limits of this type are displayed in Fig. 3

�green lines� and Fig. 4 �dotted lines�. The excellent agree-

ment between the noise estimates and the measured magnetic

sensitivity spectrum shown in Fig. 4 strongly suggests that

thermal current noise limits the sensitivity when the mu-

metal concentrators are used, and thermal magnetization

noise limits the sensitivity at low frequencies when the fer-

rite concentrators are used.

The low frequency sensitivity with the ferrite concentra-

tors could potentially be improved by use of a material with

a lower loss factor, ���0 /��
2. The thermal concentrator

noise can also generally be mitigated by measuring at higher

frequencies. With the ferrite concentrators the sensitivity

reaches 10 fT Hz−1/2 at about 125 Hz, above which the sen-

sitivity is limited by the unconcentrated sensitivity. The un-

concentrated sensitivity might be improved with a better op-

timized buffer gas pressure cell, and by performing closer to

the photon shot noise limit, which is a factor of 5 lower than

the present noise level. The intrinsic bandwidth of the mag-

netometer is about 1 kHz, determined by the relaxation rate

of the spin resonance, but the effective bandwidth of the

magnetometer was 260 Hz in these measurements, set by the

lock-in detector time constant �0.3 ms� and filter roll-off

�24 dB/octave�.
An additional advantage of the use of flux concentrators

is that they allow sensitivity improvement while maintaining

the signal bandwidth of the unconcentrated sensor. This is in

contrast with the approach of improving sensitivity by reduc-

ing the magnetic resonance linewidth, which generally re-

duces the bandwidth of the sensor. For example, the ex-

tremely high sensitivities of the SERF magnetometers in

Refs. 2 and 3 are achieved through very narrow magnetic

resonance linewidths, resulting in relatively low bandwidths

of 20 and 10 Hz, respectively. Integrating flux concentrators

with a larger linewidth sensor is potentially advantageous in

applications requiring both high sensitivity and bandwidth.

In summary, we have examined the use of mu-metal and

ferrite flux concentrators to improve the sensitivity of a min-

iature SERF atomic magnetometer. The concentrators en-

hance the magnetic field inside the vapor cell by up to a

factor of 19 when moved to their closest positions, but also

contribute magnetic noise that matches very well with nu-

merical modeling of the Johnson current noise and thermal

magnetization noise in the mu-metal and ferrite, respectively.

The Johnson current noise limits the mu-metal concentrator

sensitivity to about 50 fT Hz−1/2, and the thermal magnetiza-

tion noise limits the ferrite concentrator sensitivity to 75 fT

f−1/2 at low frequencies, reaching a sensitivity of

10 fT Hz−1/2 for the frequency range of 125–200 Hz. The

flux concentrators somewhat increase the sensor size, but we

still retain the advantages of a potentially low power, highly

sensitive sensor using a single VCSEL light source.
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